THE DAILY FLIP DEVOTIONAL
Learning to live life upside down,
one day at a time

Study Questions

Scripture

Acts 10:9-18
9 About

noon the following day as they were on their

journey and approaching the city, Peter went up on the
roof to pray. 10 He became hungry and wanted something
to eat, and while the meal was being prepared, he fell into
a trance. 11 He saw heaven opened and something like a
large sheet being let down to earth by its four corners. 12 It
contained all kinds of four-footed animals, as well as reptiles
and birds.13 Then a voice told him, “Get up, Peter. Kill and
eat.”
14 “Surely

voice spoke to him a second time, “Do not call

anything impure that God has made clean.”
16 This

happened three times, and immediately the sheet

was taken back to heaven.
17 While

Tuesday:
What core values do you think a Christian
disciple like Peter might hold?
Wednesday:
What bedrock beliefs do you think a
Christian disciple like Peter might hold?

not, Lord!” Peter replied. “I have never eaten

anything impure or unclean.”
15 The

Monday:
What stood out this week from Pastor
Kevin’s Message?

Peter was wondering about the meaning of the

vision, the men sent by Cornelius found out where Simon’s
house was and stopped at the gate. 18 They called out,
asking if Simon who was known as Peter was staying there.
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Thursday:
What is Jesus saying to you that will direct
your life path?
Friday:
As we celebrate 15 years of Flipside and
start our third morning gathering in the fall,
what vision motivates your church beyond
its comfort zones and fills you with
enthusiasm?
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TODAY @ THE FLIPSIDE

Paradigm Shift
There is Always Room for One
More
Speaker: Pastor Kevin Reynolds

Notes:
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